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Schedule Highlights

May 6, 2019

Room R01, The 2nd Learning from Limited Labeled Data (LLD) Workshop: Representation Learning for Weak Supervision and Beyond
Augenstein, Bach, Blaschko, Belilovsky, Oyallon, Plataniotis, Ratner, Re, Ren, Varma

Room R02, Deep Reinforcement Learning Meets Structured Prediction
Liang, Lao, Ling, Marinho, Tian, Wang, Williams, Durand, Martins

Room R02, Deep Generative Models for Highly Structured Data
Dieng, Kim, Reddy, Cho, Dyer, Blei, Blunsom

Room R03, Debugging Machine Learning Models
Lakkaraju, Tan, Adebayo, Steinhardt, Sculley, Caruana

Room R04, Structure & Priors in Reinforcement Learning (SPIRL)
Bacon, Deisenroth, Finn, Grant, Griffiths, Gupta, Heess, Littman, Oh

Room R05, AI for Social Good
Luck, Sylkain, Sankaran, McGregor, Penn, Sylvain, Boucher, Cole, Toyama, Ghani, Bengio

Room R06, Safe Machine Learning: Specification, Robustness, and Assurance
Chiappa, Krakovna, Garniga-Alonso, Trask, Uesato, Heinze-Deml, Jiang, Weller

Room R07, Representation Learning on Graphs and Manifolds
Hamilton, Sala, Battaglia, Bruna, Kipf, Li, Pascanu, Romero, Velković, Zitnik, Nickel, Gunel, Gu, Re

Room R08, Reproducibility in Machine Learning
Ke, Lamb, BILANIUK, Alias Parth Goyal, Courville, Bengio

Room R09, Task-Agnostic Reinforcement Learning (TARL)
Hafner, Zhang, Touati, Pathak, Ebert, McAllister, Calandra, Bellemare, Hadsell, Pineau

May 7, 2019

Room R01, LatinX in AI and Black in AI Joint Workshop
The 2nd Learning from Limited Labeled Data (LLD) Workshop: Representation Learning for Weak Supervision and Beyond

Isabelle Augenstein, Stephen Bach, Matthew Blaschko, Eugene Belilovsky, Edouard Oyallon, Anthony Plataniotis, Alex Ratner, Christopher Re, Xiang Ren, Paroma Varma

Room R01, Mon May 06, 09:45 AM

Modern representation learning techniques like deep neural networks have had a major impact on a wide range of tasks, achieving new state-of-the-art performances on benchmarks using little or no feature engineering. However, these gains are often difficult to translate into real-world settings because they usually require massive hand-labeled training sets. Collecting such training sets by hand is often infeasible due to the time and expense of labeling data; moreover, hand-labeled training sets are static and must be completely relabeled when real-world modeling goals change.

Increasingly popular approaches for addressing this labeled data scarcity include using weak supervision—higher-level approaches to labeling training data that are cheaper and/or more efficient, such as distant or heuristic supervision, constraints, or noisy labels; multi-task learning, to effectively pool limited supervision signal; data augmentation strategies to express class invariances; and introduction of other forms of structured prior knowledge. An overarching goal of such approaches is to use domain knowledge and data resources provided by subject matter experts, but to solicit it in higher-level, lower-fidelity, or more opportunistic ways.

In this workshop, we examine these increasingly popular and critical techniques in the context of representation learning. While approaches for representation learning in the large labeled sample setting have become increasingly standardized and powerful, the same is not the case in the limited labeled data and/or weakly supervised case. Developing new representation learning techniques that address these challenges is an exciting emerging direction for research [e.g., 1, 2]. Learned representations have been shown to lead to models robust to noisy inputs, and are an effective way of exploiting unlabeled data and transferring knowledge to new tasks where labeled data is sparse.

In this workshop, we aim to bring together researchers approaching these challenges from a variety of angles. Specifically this includes:
- Learning representations to reweight and de-bias weak supervision
- Representations to enforce structured prior knowledge (e.g. invariances, logic constraints).
- Learning representations for higher-level supervision from subject matter experts
- Representations for zero and few shot learning
- Representation learning for multi-task learning in the limited labeled setting
- Representation learning for data augmentation
- Theoretical or empirically observed properties of representations in the above contexts

The second LLD workshop continues the conversation from the 2017 NIPS Workshop on Learning with Limited Labeled Data (http://lld-workshop.github.io). LLD 2017 received 65 submissions, of which 44 were accepted and was one of the largest workshops at NIPS 2017. Our goal is to once again bring together researchers interested in this growing field. With funding support, we are excited to again organize best paper awards for the most outstanding submitted papers. We also will have seven distinguished and diverse speakers from a range of machine learning perspectives, a panel on where the most promising directions for future research are, and a discussion session on developing new benchmarks and other evaluations for these techniques.

The LLD workshop organizers are also committed to fostering a strong sense of inclusion for all groups at this workshop, and to help this concretely, aside from $$1K for the paper awards, the remainder of the funding (both current and pending) will sponsor several travel awards specifically for traditionally underrepresented groups. We will also post a code of conduct emphasizing our commitment to inclusion, which we will expect all attendees to uphold.


Deep Reinforcement Learning Meets Structured Prediction

Chen Liang, Ni Lao, Wang Ling, Zita Marinho, Yuandong Tian, Lu Wang, Jason D Williams, Audrey Durand, Andre Martins

Room R02, Mon May 06, 09:45 AM

Website: https://sites.google.com/view/iclr2019-drlstructpred
ICLR page: https://iclr.cc/Conferences/2019/Schedule?showEvent=630
Submission website: https://openreview.net/group?id=ICLR.cc/2019/Workshop/drlStructPred

Important Dates
Submission open March 6
Submission deadline March 15 (11:59pm AOE)
Decisions April 6
Camera Ready April 28 (11:59pm AOE)
Workshop May 6

Deep reinforcement learning has achieved successes on numerous tasks such as computer games, the game of Go, robotics, etc. Structured prediction aims at modeling highly dependent variables, which applies to a wide range of domains such as natural language processing, computer vision, computational biology, etc. In many cases, structured prediction can be viewed as a sequential decision making process, so a natural question is can we leverage the advances in deep RL to improve structured prediction?

Recently, promising results have been shown applying RL to various structured prediction problems such as dialogue (Li et al, 2016; Williams
et al., 2017; He et al., 2017), program synthesis (Bunel et al., 2018; Liang et al., 2018), semantic parsing (Liang et al., 2017), architecture search (Zoph & Le, 2017), chunking and parsing (Sharaf & Daumé III, 2018), machine translation (Ranzato et al., 2015; Norouzi et al., 2016; Bahdanau et al., 2016), summarization (Paulus et al., 2017), image caption (Rennie et al., 2017), knowledge graph reasoning (Xiong et al., 2017), query rewriting (Nogueira et al., 2017; Buck et al., 2017) and information extraction (Narasimhan et al., 2016; Qin et al., 2018). However, there are also negative results where RL is not efficient enough comparing to alternative approaches (Guu et al., 2017; Bender et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018). As a community it is very important to figure out the limit and future directions of RL in structured prediction.

This workshop will bring together experts in structured predictions and reinforcement learning. Specifically, it will provide an overview of existing approaches from various domains to distill generally applicable principles from their successes. We will also discuss the main challenges arising in this setting and outline potential directions for future progress. The target audience consists of researchers and practitioners in these areas. They include, but are not limited to, deep RL for:

dialogue
semantic parsing
program synthesis
architecture search
machine translation
summarization
image caption
knowledge graph reasoning
information extraction

Area: Reinforcement Learning, Applications

Accepted papers:
Connecting the Dots Between MLE and RL for Sequence Generation, Bowen Tan*, Zhitong Hu*, Zichao Yang, Ruslan Salakhutdinov, Eric P. Xing

Buy 4 REINFORCE Samples, Get a Baseline for Free!, Wouter Kool, Herke van Hoof, Max Welling

Learning proposals for sequential importance samplers using reinforced variational inference, Zafarali Ahmed, Arjun Karuvally, Doina Precup, Simon Gravel

Learning Neurosymbolic Generative Models via Program Synthesis, Halley Young, Osbert Bastani, Mayur Naik

Multi-agent query reformulation: Challenges and the role of diversity, Rodrigo Nogueira, Jannis Bulian, Massimiliano Ciaramita

A Study of State Aliasing in Structured Prediction with RNNs, Layla El Asri, Adam Trischler

Neural Program Planner for Structured Predictions, Jacob Biloki, Chen Liang, Ni Lao

Robust Reinforcement Learning for Autonomous Driving, Yesmina Jaafra, Jean Luc Laurent, Aline Deruyver, Mohamed Saber Naceur

References:
He, Di, et al. (2016). Dual learning for machine translation. NIPS.

Norouzi, Mohammad et al. (2016) Reward Augmented Maximum Likelihood for Neural Structured Prediction. NIPS.
Barret Zoph, Quoc V. Le. (2017). Neural Architecture Search with Reinforcement Learning. ICLR.
Deep Generative Models for Highly Structured Data

Adjii Boussou Dieng, Yoon Kim, Sila Reddy, Kyunghyun Cho, Chris Dyer, David Blei, Phil Blunsom

Room R02, Mon May 06, 15:15 PM

Deep generative models are at the core of research in Artificial Intelligence. They have achieved remarkable performance in many domains including computer vision, speech recognition, and audio synthesis. In recent years, they have infiltrated other fields of science including the natural sciences, physics, chemistry and molecular biology, and medicine. Despite these successes, deep generative models still face many challenges when they are used to model highly structured data such as natural language, video, and generic graph-structured data such as molecules. This workshop aims to bring experts from different backgrounds and perspectives to discuss the applications of deep generative models to these data modalities.

Relevant topics to this workshop include but are not limited to:

--Generative models for graphs, text, video, and other structured modalities
--Unsupervised representation learning of high dimensional structured data
--Learning and inference algorithms for deep generative models
--Evaluation methods for deep generative models
--Applications and practical implementations of deep generative models
--Scalable algorithms to accelerate learning with deep generative models
--Visualization methods for deep generative models
--Empirical analysis comparing different architectures for a given data modality

Debugging Machine Learning Models

Hima Lakkaraju, Sarah Tan, Julius Adebayo, Jacob Steinhardt, D. Sculley, Rich Caruana

Room R03, Mon May 06, 09:45 AM

The goal of this workshop is to bring together researchers and practitioners interested in research problems and questions pertaining to the debugging of machine learning models. For the first edition of this workshop, we intend to focus on research that approaches the problem of debugging ML models from the following perspectives:

• Interpretable and explainable ML
• Formal methods and program verification
• Visualization and human factors
• Security and adversarial examples in ML

By bringing together researchers and practitioners working in the aforementioned research areas, we hope to address several key questions pertaining to model debugging (some of which are highlighted below) and facilitate an insightful discussion about the strengths and weaknesses of existing approaches:

• How can interpretable models and techniques aid us in effectively debugging ML models?
• Are existing program verification frameworks readily applicable to ML models? If not, what are the gaps that exist and how do we bridge them?
• What kind of visualization techniques would be most effective in
exposing vulnerabilities of ML models?
- What are some of the effective strategies for using human input and expertise for debugging ML models?
- How do we design adversarial attacks that highlight vulnerabilities in the functionality of ML models?
- How do we provide guarantees on the correctness of proposed debugging approaches? Can we take cues from statistical considerations such as multiple testing and uncertainty to ensure that debugging methodologies and tools actually detect ‘true’ errors?
- Given a ML model or system, how do we bound the probability of its failures?
- What can we learn from the failures of widely deployed ML systems?
- What can we say about debugging for different types of biases, including discrimination?
- What are standardized best practices for debugging large-scale ML systems? What are existing tools, software, and hardware, and how might they be improved?
- What are domain-specific nuances of debugging ML models in healthcare, criminal justice, public policy, education, and other social good applications?

Target Audience:
We anticipate this workshop to be of interest and utility to researchers in at least four different research areas that we have focused our workshop agenda on. Since there will be contributed posters and talks from students, we expect a good number of young researchers to attend. Additionally, we expect two components of our agenda -- the opinion piece and the panel -- to generate a lot of excitement and debate in the research community.

Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09:50 AM</td>
<td>Opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>A New Perspective on Adversarial Perturbations  Madry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Similarity of Neural Network Representations Revisited Kornblith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40 AM</td>
<td>Error terrain analysis for machine learning: Tool and visualizations Nushi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:50 AM</td>
<td>Coffee break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:10 AM</td>
<td>Verifiable Reinforcement Learning via Policy Extraction Bastani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:40 AM</td>
<td>Debugging Machine Learning via Model Assertions Kang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:50 AM</td>
<td>Improving Jobseeker-Employer Match Process, Visualization, and Exploration Link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:10 PM</td>
<td>Discovering Natural Bugs Using Adversarial Data Perturbations Singh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abstracts (11):

Abstract 2: A New Perspective on Adversarial Perturbations in Debugging Machine Learning Models, Madry 10:00 AM

The widespread susceptibility of the current ML models to adversarial perturbations is an intensely studied but still mystifying phenomenon. A popular view is that these perturbations are aberrations that arise due to statistical fluctuations in the training data and/or high-dimensional nature of our inputs.

But is this really the case?

In this talk, I will present a new perspective on the phenomenon of adversarial perturbations. This perspective ties this phenomenon to the existence of “non-robust” features: features derived from patterns in the data distribution that are highly predictive, yet brittle and incomprehensible to humans. Such patterns turn out to be prevalent in our real-world datasets and also shed light on previously observed phenomena in adversarial robustness, including transferability of adversarial examples and properties of robust models. Finally, this perspective suggests that we may need to recalibrate our expectations in terms of how models should make their decisions, and how we should interpret them.

Abstract 3: Similarity of Neural Network Representations Revisited in Debugging Machine Learning Models, Kornblith 10:30 AM

Recent work has sought to understand the behavior of neural networks by comparing representations between layers and between different trained models. We introduce a similarity index that measures the
relationship between representational similarity matrices. We show that this similarity index is equivalent to centered kernel alignment (CKA) and analyze its relationship to canonical correlation analysis. Unlike other methods, CKA can reliably identify correspondences between representations of layers in networks trained from different initializations. Moreover, CKA can reveal network pathology that is not evident from test accuracy alone.

Abstract 6: Verifiable Reinforcement Learning via Policy Extraction in Debugging Machine Learning Models, Bastani 11:10 AM

While deep reinforcement learning has successfully solved many challenging control tasks, its real-world applicability has been limited by the inability to ensure the safety of learned policies. We propose VIPER, an approach to verifiable reinforcement learning by training decision tree policies, which can represent complex policies (since they are nonparametric), yet can be efficiently verified using existing techniques (since they are highly structured). We use VIPER to learn a decision tree policy for a toy game based on Pong that provably never loses.

Abstract 7: Debugging Machine Learning via Model Assertions in Debugging Machine Learning Models, Kang 11:40 AM

Machine learning models are being deployed in mission-critical settings, such as self-driving cars. However, these models can fail in complex ways, so it is imperative that application developers find ways to debug these models. We propose adapting software assertions, or boolean statements about the state of a program that must be true, to the task of debugging ML models. With model assertions, ML developers can specify constraints on model outputs, e.g., cars should not disappear and reappear in successive frames of a video. We propose several ways to use model assertions in ML debugging, including use in runtime monitoring, in performing corrective actions, and in collecting "hard examples" to further train models with human labeling or weak supervision. We show that, for a video analytics task, simple assertions can effectively find errors and correction rules can effectively correct model output (up to 100% and 90% respectively). We additionally collect and label parts of video where assertions fire (as a form of active learning) and show that this procedure can improve model performance by up to 2×.

Abstract 10: Discovering Natural Bugs Using Adversarial Data Perturbations in Debugging Machine Learning Models, Singh 12:10 PM

Determining when a machine learning model is "good enough" is challenging since held-out accuracy metrics significantly overestimate real-world performance. In this talk, I will describe automated techniques to detect bugs that can occur naturally when a model is deployed. I will start by approaches to identify "semantically equivalent" adversaries that should not change the meaning of the input, but lead to a change in the model's predictions. Then I will present our work on evaluating the consistency behavior of the model by exploring performance on new instances that are "implied" by the model's predictions. I will also describe a method to understand and debug models by adversarially modifying the training data to change the model's predictions. The talk will include applications of these ideas on a number of NLP tasks, such as reading comprehension, visual QA, and knowledge graph completion.

Abstract 11: "Debugging" Discriminatory ML Systems in Debugging Machine Learning Models, Raji 12:40 PM

If a machine learning (ML) model is illegally discriminatory towards vulnerable and underrepresented populations, can we really say it works? Of course not! That illegal behaviour negates the functionality of the ML model, just as much as overfitting or other typically acknowledged ML "bugs". This talk explores the redefinition of what it means for a model to "work" well enough to deploy and dives into the analogy of software engineering debugging practice to explain current strategies for diagnosing, reporting, addressing and preventing the further development of discriminatory ML models.

Abstract 12: NeuralVerification.jl: Algorithms for Verifying Deep Neural Networks in Debugging Machine Learning Models, Arnon, Lazarus 01:00 PM

Deep neural networks (DNNs) are widely used for nonlinear function approximation with applications ranging from computer vision to control. Although DNNs involve the composition of simple arithmetic operations, it can be very challenging to verify whether a particular network satisfies certain input-output properties. This work introduces NeuralVerification.jl, a software package that implements methods that have emerged recently for soundly verifying such properties. These methods borrow insights from reachability analysis, optimization, and search. We present the formal problem definition and briefly discuss the fundamental differences between the implemented algorithms. In addition, we provide a pedagogical example of how to use the library.

Abstract 13: Safe and Reliable Machine Learning: Preventing and Identifying Failures in Debugging Machine Learning Models, Saria 03:30 PM

Machine Learning driven decision-making systems are being increasingly used to decide bank loans, make hiring decisions, perform clinical decision-making, and more. As we march towards a future in which these systems underpin most of society's decision-making infrastructure, it is critical for us to understand the principles that will help us engineer for reliability. Drawing from reliability engineering, we will briefly outline three principles to group and guide technical solutions for addressing and ensuring reliability in machine learning systems: 1) Failure Prevention, 2) Failure Identification, and 3) Maintenance. In particular, we will discuss a framework (https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.07204) for preventing failures due to differences between the training and deployment environments that proactively addresses the problem of dataset shift. We will contrast this with typical reactive solutions which require deployment environment data and discuss relations with similar problems such as robustness to adversarial examples.

Abstract 14: Better Code for Less Debugging with AutoGraph in Debugging Machine Learning Models, Moldovan 04:00 PM

The fast-paced nature of machine learning research and development, with many ideas advancing rapidly from research to production, puts it at increased risk of programming errors, which can be particularly insidious when combined with machine learning. In this talk we discuss defensive design as a way to reduce the chance for such errors to occur in the first place, and present AutoGraph, a tool which facilitates defensive design by allowing more legible code that is still efficient and portable.

Abstract 15: The Scientific Method in the Science of Machine Learning in Debugging Machine Learning Models, Paganini 05:20 PM

In the quest to align deep learning with the sciences to address calls for rigor, safety, and interpretability in machine learning systems, this
contribution identifies key missing pieces: the stages of hypothesis formulation and testing, as well as statistical and systematic uncertainty estimation – core tenets of the scientific method. This position paper discusses the ways in which contemporary science is conducted in other domains and identifies potentially useful practices. We present a case study from physics and describe how this field has promoted rigorous scientific methodology, to ensure we not only understand each other's work, but also begin to understand cause, which is the raison d’etre of science.

Abstract 19: Don’t debug your black box, replace it in Debugging Machine Learning Models. Rudin 05:30 PM

Trying to explain black box models is not always a good idea - explanation models do not always agree with the black box models they are trying to explain, and can depend on different variables than the black boxes. This renders explanation models incomplete and incorrect; in fact, they can cause you to be more confused than you were with just the black box alone. In this talk I will explore the possibility of replacing black boxes with inherently interpretable models. Interpretable models are easier to debate and debug.

Structure & Priors in Reinforcement Learning (SPIRL)

Pierre-Luc Bacon, Marc Deisenroth, Chelsea Finn, Erin Grant, Thomas L Griffiths, Abhishek Gupta, Nicolas Heess, Michael L. Littman, Junhyuk Oh

Room R04, Mon May 06, 09:45 AM

### Abstract


In response to this trend, the ICLR 2019 workshop on “Structure & Priors in Reinforcement Learning” (SPIRL) aims to revitalize a multi-disciplinary approach to investigating the role of structure and priors as a way of specifying inductive bias in RL.

Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09:45 AM</td>
<td>Opening remarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:50 AM</td>
<td>TBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20 AM</td>
<td>Efficient off-policy meta-reinforcement learning via probabilistic context variables Rakelly, Zhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Poster Session #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Meta-reinforcement learning: Quo vadis? Botvinick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Directions and challenges in multi-task reinforcement learning Hofmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
<td>Self-supervised object-centric representations for reinforcement learning Kulkarni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>TBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:20 PM</td>
<td>Task-agnostic priors for reinforcement learning Narasimhan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:50 PM</td>
<td>Priors for exploration and robustness Eysenbach, Lee, Tyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04:00 PM</td>
<td>Poster Session #2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04:30 PM</td>
<td>TBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:00 PM</td>
<td>Learning and development of structured, causal priors Wang</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AI for Social Good

Margaux Luck, Tristan Sylvain, Kris Sankaran, Sean McGregor, Jonnie Penn, Virgile Sylvain, Genevieve Boucher, Myriam Cote, Kentaro Toyama, Rayid Ghani, Yoshua Bengio

Room R05, Mon May 06, 09:45 AM

#AI for Social Good

##Important information

**Contact information:**

[aig2019.iclr.contact@gmail.com](mailto:aig2019.iclr.contact@gmail.com)

**Submission deadline:** ***EXTENDED*** to March 22nd 2019 11:59PM ET

**Workshop website**[https://aiforsocialgood.github.io/iclr2019/index.htm]**

**Submission website**[https://cmt3.research.microsoft.com/ICLRAISGW2019/]**

**Poster Information:**

* Poster Size - **36W x 48H inches or 90 x 122 cm**

* Poster Paper - **lightweight paper - not laminated**

##Abstract

Our workshop “AI for Social Good” will focus on applying artificial intelligence to solve problems important for society. The focus is on machine learning for the following areas: health, education, protecting democracy, urban planning, assisting technology for people with disabilities, agriculture, environmental sustainability, social welfare and justice and, sustainable development. We believe that these fields are those where AI can have its strongest impact on society by reducing human suffering and improving democratic institutions. This workshop builds on our [AI for Social Good](https://aiforsocialgood.github.io/2018/) workshop at NeurIPS 2018.

If managed correctly, the rapidly expanding field of AI has the potential to improve many aspects of our lives. However, two main problems arise when attempting to tackle social issues. First, there is often little incentive for researchers to tackle social problems as there are few conferences and journals that explicitly deal with such issues. Second, it is also difficult for researchers seeking to have a social impact to find problems to address. The convening of this workshop addresses these problems by networking impactful researchers and providing a venue for presentation.

This workshop brings together machine learning researchers, social impact leaders, stakeholders, government and policy leaders, and philanthropists to present and discuss ideas and applications linked to social issues, similarly to the [AI Commons](http://www.aicommons.com) project. We are partnering with AI Commons so that accepted proposals
are invited to submit their work there. Moreover, the workshop inspires the creation of new tools by the community to tackle critical problems. We also wish to promote the sharing of information and datasets that might prove relevant to researchers who share our goals.

We invite contributions relating to at least one of the previously mentioned domains. The models or approaches presented do not necessarily need to be of outstanding theoretical novelty, but should demonstrate potential for a strong social impact. We especially encourage work where machine learning and in particular representation learning could meaningfully amplify existing efforts for social good. We invite two types of submissions:

- **Short Papers Track (Up to four page papers + unlimited pages for citations)** for oral and/or poster presentation. The short papers should focus on past and current research work, showcasing actual results and demonstrating beneficial effects on society. We also accept short papers of recently published or submitted journal contributions to give authors the opportunity to present their work and obtain feedback from conference attendees.

- **Problem Introduction Track (Application form, up to five page responses + unlimited pages for citations)** which will present a specific solution that will be shared with stakeholders, scientists, and funders. The workshop will provide a suite of questions designed to: (1) estimate the feasibility and impact of the proposed solutions, and (2) estimate the importance of data in their implementation. The application responses should highlight ideas that have not yet been implemented in practice but can lead to real impact. The projects may be at varying degrees of development, from formulation as a data problem to structure for effective deployment. The workshop provides a supportive platform for developing these early-stage or hobby proposals into real projects. This process is designed to foster sharing different points of view ranging from the scientific assessment of feasibility, discussion of practical constraints that may be encountered, and attracting interest from philanthropists invited to the event. Accepted submissions may be promoted to the wider AI solutions community following the workshop via the [Al Commons](http://www.aicommons.com), with whom we are partnering to promote the longer-term development of projects.

### Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Towards Responsible AI Organizations, Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td>Because We Matter: Engaging with AI Governance, Bryson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15 PM</td>
<td>Al Commons, Bengio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:20 PM</td>
<td>Problem Introduction - Disaster Insurance: New parametric contracts based on satellite images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:25 PM</td>
<td>Problem Introduction - Decoding Hidden Language for Social Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>Problem Introduction - Planning in Home Health Care Structures using Reinforcement Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:35 PM</td>
<td>Poster session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:00 PM</td>
<td>Lunch - on your own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:30 PM</td>
<td>Main conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04:30 PM</td>
<td>Poster Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:00 PM</td>
<td>A Pipeline for Emergency Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:10 PM</td>
<td>Customizable Facial Gesture Recognition for Improved Assistive Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:20 PM</td>
<td>Visualizing the Consequences of Climate Change Using Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:30 PM</td>
<td>Deep Learning to Predict Student Outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:40 PM</td>
<td>Towards the Standardization of Data Licenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:50 PM</td>
<td>Open announcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:00 PM</td>
<td>Best Paper Award and Poster Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abstracts (11):

Abstract 1: **Towards Responsible AI Organizations in AI for Social Good, Clark 11:00 AM**

OpenAI is well known for the development of tooling, research, and policy towards safer intelligent systems. Examples include the OpenAI Charter, a project on Malicious Uses of AI, and the GPT-2 language model publication strategy. More recently, OpenAI reorganized as a ‘capped profit’ organization to secure funding for the long-term development of responsible AI systems. For this presentation, OpenAI Policy Director Jack Clark will describe OpenAI’s theory of change and what other groups can do to increase the chance of AI benefiting all of humanity.

Abstract 2: **Because We Matter: Engaging with AI Governance in AI for Social Good, Bryson 11:45 AM**

With AI and ICT, we are breaking down the traditional lines of autonomy that defined nations, corporations, and even families. This has implications for our economy, our democracy, and our individual liberty. It’s not necessarily a disaster, though it has already caused some significant disruptions. Getting on top of this problem requires better understanding and accepting the mechanistic aspects of ourselves and our society, then working to find new ways to keep ourselves socially and emotionally engaged, politically organized, and economically productive.
Until we do so, we run the risk of handing control of ourselves and our nations to other individuals and organizations.

Abstract 3: Al Commons in AI for Social Good, Bengio 12:15 PM

Al Commons is a collective project whose goal is to make the benefits of AI available to all. Since AI research can benefit from the input of a large range of talents across the world, the project seeks to develop ways for developers and organizations to collaborate more easily and effectively. As a community operating in an environment of trust and problem-solving, Al Commons can empower researchers to tackle the world’s important problems using all the possibilities of cutting-edge AI.

Abstract 4: Problem Introduction - Disaster Insurance: New parametric contracts based on satellite images in AI for Social Good, 12:20 PM

In disaster risk management, a parametric insurance is a contract where the buyer enters into a protection that will payout under predefined conditions, comparing the value of a parameter or an index to a trigger. A disaster index estimating damages can be built by comparing satellite images from pre-disaster and post-disaster using Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNets). Standardization of these financial instruments could guarantee a timely, diligent and transparent process to release needed funds after the catastrophe, particularly critical for developing countries.

Abstract 5: Problem Introduction - Decoding Hidden Language for Social Good in AI for Social Good, 12:25 PM

Bad actors on digital platforms find creative ways to evade detection by moderation systems. For example, large groups of users may decide to use euphemisms or “code words” for communities within hate speech, names of drugs for online drug peddling and criminal activities within gangspeak. We propose the use of robust neural language models trained over large corpora to automatically infer unusual parts of text within specific contexts that may indicate the use of euphemisms.

Abstract 6: Problem Introduction - Planning in Home Health Care Structures using Reinforcement Learning in AI for Social Good, 12:30 PM

In many countries, hospitalization costs for both patients and governments have known a significant increase. Recent studies linked these costs mainly to people getting chronic diseases, and patients expressing preferences for their comfort. Home Health Care became a potential answer to these issues by providing health care in a friendly environment and reducing costs while respecting crucial constraints. Using Reinforcement Learning, we propose developing a novel framework to solve the patient - caregiver matching leading to real-world social impact by increasing the general well-being of patients and making a big progress towards integrating HHC in health care system.

Abstract 11: A Pipeline for Emergency Response in AI for Social Good, 05:00 PM

The talk will focus on our research done in collaboration with the Nashville Fire and Police departments to forecast incidents like accidents and crimes, and algorithmic methods of allocating and dispatching emergency responders.

Abstract 12: Customizable Facial Gesture Recognition for Improved Assistive Technology in AI for Social Good, 05:10 PM

Digital devices have become an essential part of modern life. However, it is much more difficult for less able-bodied individuals to interact with them. Assistive technology based on facial gestures could potentially enable people with upper limb motor disability to interact with electronic interfaces effectively and efficiently. Previous studies proposed solution that can classify predefined facial gestures.

Abstract 13: Visualizing the Consequences of Climate Change Using Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Networks in AI for Social Good, 05:20 PM

There are many problems related to Climate Change in which AI can help. We chose to focus on making it more real, more personal and more visceral for persons by producing both scientifically sound and emotionally compelling visualizations. As a first attempt, we focused on how to generate images of a typical Climate Change extreme event: flooding. Using a person’s address, we use CycleGANs to apply a “flooding” transformation to an image of their home, in order to engage them into supporting necessary actions.

Abstract 14: Deep Learning to Predict Student Outcomes in AI for Social Good, 05:30 PM

In the world of MOOCs, an automated machine which reliably predicts student outcomes in real-time (or early stages), would be a valuable tool for making smart decisions about when (and with whom) to make live educational interventions as students interact with online coursework, with the aim of increasing engagement, providing motivation, and empowering students to succeed. Thus, in this talk, we first recast the student outcome prediction problem as a sequential event prediction problem, introduce a GritNet architecture, and develop an unsupervised domain adaptation method to transfer a GritNet trained on a past course to a new course without any (students’ outcome) label. Our results for real Udacity students’ graduation predictions show that the GritNet not only generalizes well from one course to another across different Nanodegree programs, but enhances real-time predictions explicitly in the first few weeks when accurate predictions are most challenging. In contrast to prior works, the GritNet does not need any feature engineering, and it can operate on any student interaction data associated with a timestamp.

Abstract 15: Towards the Standardization of Data Licenses in AI for Social Good, 05:40 PM

This paper provides a taxonomy for the licensing of data in the fields of artificial intelligence and machine learning. The paper’s goal is to build towards a common framework for data licensing akin to the licensing of open source software. Increased transparency and resolving conceptual ambiguities in the existing licensing language would be beneficial to the AI community as a whole.

Safe Machine Learning: Specification, Robustness, and Assurance

Silvia Chiappa, Victoria Krakovna, Adrià Garriga-Alonso, Andrew Trask, Jonathan Uesato, Christina Heinze-Deml, Ray Jiang, Adrian Weller
**ABSTRACT**

The ultimate goal of ML research should be to have a positive impact on society and the world. As the number of applications of ML increases, it becomes more important to address a variety of safety issues; both those that already arise with today’s ML systems and those that may be exacerbated in the future with more advanced systems.

Current ML algorithms tend to be brittle and opaque, reflect undesired bias in the data and often optimize for objectives that are misaligned with human preferences. We can expect many of these issues to get worse as our systems become more advanced (e.g. finding more clever ways to optimize for a misspecified objective). This workshop aims to bring together researchers in diverse areas such as reinforcement learning, formal verification, value alignment, fairness, and security to further the field of safety in machine learning.

We will focus on three broad categories of ML safety problems: specification, robustness and assurance. Specification is the purpose of the system, robustness is the system’s ability to withstand perturbations, and assurance is monitoring, understanding and controlling system activity before and during its operation. Research areas within each category include:

- **Specification**
  - **Reward Hacking**: Systems may behave in ways unintended by the designers, because of discrepancies between the specified reward and the true intended reward. How can we design systems that don’t exploit these misspecifications, or figure out where they are? (Over 40 examples of specification gaming by AI systems can be found here: [http://tinyurl.com/specification-gaming](http://tinyurl.com/specification-gaming).)
  - **Side effects**: How can we give artificial agents an incentive to avoid unnecessary disruptions to their environment while pursuing the given objective? Can we do this in a way that generalizes across environments and tasks and does not introduce bad incentives for the agent in the process?
  - **Fairness**: ML is increasingly used in core societal domains such as health care, hiring, lending, and criminal risk assessment. How can we make sure that historical prejudices, cultural stereotypes, and existing demographic inequalities contained in the data, as well as sampling bias and collection issues, are not reflected in the systems?

- **Robustness**
  - **Adaptation**: How can machine learning systems detect and adapt to changes in their environment (e.g. low overlap between train and test distributions, poor initial model assumptions, or shifts in the underlying prediction function)? How should an autonomous agent act when confronted with radically new contexts, or identify that the context is new in the first place?
  - **Verification**: How can we scalably verify meaningful properties of ML systems? What role can and should verification play in ensuring robustness of ML systems?
  - **Worst-case robustness**: How can we train systems which never perform extremely poorly, even in the worst case? Given a trained system, can we ensure it never fails catastrophically, or bound this probability?
  - **Safe exploration**: Can we design reinforcement learning algorithms which never fail catastrophically, even at training time?

- **Assurance**
  - **Interpretability**: How can we robustly determine whether a system is working as intended (i.e. is well specified and robust) before large-scale deployment, even when we do not have a formal specification of what it should do?
  - **Monitoring**: How can we monitor large-scale systems to identify whether they are performing well? What tools can help diagnose and fix the found issues?
  - **Privacy**: How can we ensure that the trained systems do not reveal sensitive information about individuals contained in the training set?
  - **Interruptibility**: An artificial agent may learn to avoid interruptions by the human supervisor if such interruptions lead to receiving less reward. How can we ensure the system behaves safely even under the possibility of shutdown?

**EXPECTED OUTCOMES**

- Make the ICLR community more aware that the impact of their work is important, and that positive impact does not come for free, since safety issues can be difficult to formalize and address.
- Provide a forum for concerned researchers to discuss their work and its implications for the societal impact of ML.
- Bring together researchers working on near-term and long-term safety and explore overlaps between the considerations and approaches in those fields.

**Schedule**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09:50 AM</td>
<td>Opening remarks</td>
<td>Garriga-Alonso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>Interpretability for important problems</td>
<td>Rudin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Posters and Coffee Break 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Formalizing the Value Alignment Problem in A.I.</td>
<td>Hadfield-Menell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
<td>Misleading meta-objectives and hidden incentives for distributional shift</td>
<td>Krueger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:20 PM</td>
<td>Panel: Exploring overlaps and interactions between AI safety research areas</td>
<td>Rudin, Olsson, Lakkaraju, Hadfield-Menell, Chiappa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:10 PM</td>
<td>Lunch break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:20 PM</td>
<td>Bridging Adversarial Robustness and Gradient Interpretability</td>
<td>Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:40 PM</td>
<td>Uncovering Surprising Behaviors in Reinforcement Learning via Worst-Case Analysis</td>
<td>Ruderman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04:00 PM</td>
<td>Posters and Coffee Break 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:00 PM</td>
<td>The case for dynamic defenses against adversarial examples</td>
<td>Goodfellow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Decisions made by machine learning systems have a tremendous influence on the world. Yet it is common for machine learning algorithms to assume that no such influence exists. An example is the use of the i.i.d. assumption in online learning for applications such as content recommendation, where the (choice of) content displayed can change users' perceptions and preferences, or even drive them away, causing a shift in the distribution of users. A large body of work in reinforcement learning and causal machine learning aims to account for distributional shift caused by deploying a learning system previously trained offline. Our goal is similar, but distinct: we point out that online training with meta-learning can create a hidden incentive for a learner to cause distributional shift. We design a simple environment to test for these hidden incentives (HIDS), demonstrate the potential for this phenomenon to cause unexpected or undesirable behavior, and propose and validate a mitigation strategy.

Abstract 5: Misleading meta-objectives and hidden incentives for distributional shift in Safe Machine Learning: Specification, Robustness, and Assurance, Krueger 12:00 PM

David Krueger, Tegan Maharaj, Shane Legg and Jan Leike.

Adversarial training is a training scheme designed to counter adversarial attacks by augmenting the training dataset with adversarial examples. Surprisingly, several studies have observed that loss gradients from adversarially trained DNNs are visually more interpretable than those from standard DNNs. Although this phenomenon is interesting, there are only a few works that have offered an explanation. In this paper, we attempted to bridge this gap between adversarial robustness and gradient interpretability. To this end, we identified that loss gradients from adversarially trained DNNs align better with human perception because adversarial training restricts gradients closer to the image manifold. We then demonstrated adversarial training causes loss gradients to be quantitatively meaningful. Finally, we showed that under the adversarial training framework, there exists an empirical trade-off between test accuracy and loss gradient interpretability and proposed two potential approaches to resolving this trade-off.

Abstract 8: Bridging Adversarial Robustness and Gradient Interpretability in Safe Machine Learning: Specification, Robustness, and Assurance, Kim 03:20 PM

Beomsu Kim, Junghoon Seo and Taegyun Jeon.

Recent years have seen a surge in research on these problems—often under the umbrella terms of graph representation learning and geometric deep learning. For instance, new neural network architectures for graph-structured data (i.e., graph neural networks) have led to state-of-the-art results in numerous tasks—ranging from molecule classification to recommender systems—while advancements in embedding data in Riemannian manifolds (e.g., Poincaré embeddings, Hyperspherical-VAEs) and optimization on Riemannian manifolds (e.g., R-SGD, R-SVRG) have demonstrated how non-Euclidean geometries can provide powerful new kinds of inductive biases.

Perhaps the biggest testament to the increasing popularity of this area is the fact that five popular review papers have recently been published on the topic [1-5]—each attempting to unify different formulations of similar ideas across fields. This suggests that the topic has reached critical mass and requires a focused workshop to bring together researchers to identify impactful areas of interest, discuss how we can design new and better benchmarks, encourage discussion, and foster collaboration.

The workshop will consist of contributed talks, contributed posters, and invited talks on a wide variety of methods and problems in this area, including but not limited to:
- Deep learning on graphs and manifolds (e.g., graph neural networks)
- Riemannian optimization methods
Reproducibility in Machine Learning

Nan Rosemary Ke, Alex Lamb, OLEXA Ivan Bilaniuk, Anirudh Goyal Alias Parth Goyal, Aaron Courville, Yoshua Bengio

Room R08, Mon May 06, 09:45 AM

Papers from the Machine Learning community are supposed to be a valuable asset. They can help to inform and inspire future research. They can be a useful educational tool for students. They are the driving force of innovation and differentiation in the industry, so quick and accurate implementation is really critical. On the research side they can help us answer the most fundamental questions about our existence - what does it mean to learn and what does it mean to be human? Reproducibility, while not always possible in science (consider the study of a transient astronomical phenomenon like a passing comet), is a powerful criteria for improving the quality of research. A result which is reproducible is more likely to be robust and meaningful and rules out many types of experimenter error (either fraud or accidental). There are many interesting open questions about how reproducibility issues intersect with the Machine Learning community:

-How can we tell if papers in the Machine Learning community are reproducible even in theory? If a paper is about recommending news sites before a particular election, and the results come from running the system online in production - it will be impossible to reproduce the published results because the state of the world is irreversibly changed from when the experiment was run.

-What does it mean for a paper to be reproducible in theory but not in practice? For example, if a paper requires tens of thousands of GPUs to reproduce or a large closed-off dataset, then it can only be reproduced in reality by a few large labs.

-For papers which are reproducible both in theory and in practice - how can we ensure that papers published in ICML would actually be able to replicate if such an experiment were attempted? What is the best way of publishing the code of the papers so that it is easy for engineers to implement it? Just publishing ipython notebooks it is not sufficient and often hard to make it work in different platforms

-A lot of people tend to understand an algorithm by looking at code and not by following equations. How can we come up with a framework of publishing that includes them. Is pseudocode the best we can do?

-While scientific papers often do an importance analysis of the features, ML papers rarely do proper attribution on the importance of algorithmic components and hyperparameters. What is the best way to "unit-test" an algorithm and do attribution of the results to certain components and hyperparameters

-What does it mean for a paper to have successful or unsuccessful replications?

-Of the papers with attempted replications completed, how many have been published?

-What can be done to ensure that as many papers which are reproducible in theory fall into the last category?

-On the reproducibility issue, what can the Machine Learning community learn from other fields?

-Part of ensuring reproducibility of state-of-the-art is ensuring fair comparisons, proper experimental procedures, and proper evaluation methods and metrics. To this end, what are the proper guidelines for such aspects of machine learning problems? How do they differ among subsets of machine learning?

Our aim in the following workshop is to raise the profile of these questions in the community and to search for their answers. In doing so we aim for papers focusing on the following topics:

-Analysis of the current state of reproducibility in machine learning. Some examples of this include experimental-driven investigations as in [1,2,3]

-Investigations and proposals of proper experimental procedure and evaluation methodologies which ensure reproducible and fair comparisons in novel literature [4]

-Tools to help improve reproducibility

-Evidence-driven works investigating the importance of reproducibility in machine learning and science in general
Connections between the reproducibility situation in Machine Learning and other fields

Rigorous replications, both failed and successful, of influential papers in the Machine Learning literature.

Task-Agnostic Reinforcement Learning (TARL)

Danijar Hafner, Amy Zhang, Ahmed Touati, Deepak Pathak, Frederik Ebert, Rowan McAllister, Roberto Calandra, Marc G Bellemare, Raia Hadsell, Joelle Pineau

Room R09, Mon May 06, 09:45 AM

We define task-agnostic reinforcement learning (TARL) as learning in an environment without rewards to later quickly solve downstream tasks. Active research questions in TARL include designing objectives for intrinsic motivation and exploration, learning unsupervised task or goal spaces, global exploration, learning world models, and unsupervised skill discovery. The main goal of this workshop is to bring together researchers in RL and investigate novel directions to learning task-agnostic representations with the objective of advancing the field towards more scalable and effective solutions in RL.

We invite paper submissions in the following categories to present at the workshop:
- Unsupervised objectives for agents
- Curiosity and intrinsic motivation
- Few shot reinforcement learning
- Model-based planning and exploration
- Representation learning for planning
- Learning unsupervised goal spaces
- Automated curriculum generation
- Unsupervised skill discovery
- Evaluation of unsupervised agents

Submissions

Papers should be in anonymous ICLR style and up to 5 pages, with an unlimited number of pages for references and appendix. Accepted papers will be made available on the workshop website and selected submissions will be offered a 15 minute talk at the workshop. This does not constitute an archival publication and no formal workshop proceedings will be made available, meaning contributors are free to publish their work at journals or conferences.

Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09:50 AM</td>
<td>Martin Riedmiller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20 AM</td>
<td>Lightning Talks 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Poster Session 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Chelsea Finn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Doina Precup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
<td>Contributed Talk 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15 PM</td>
<td>Contributed Talk 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>Katja Hofmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:20 PM</td>
<td>Contributed Talk 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:35 PM</td>
<td>Contributed Talk 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:50 PM</td>
<td>Lightning Talks 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04:00 PM</td>
<td>Poster Session 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04:30 PM</td>
<td>Pierre-Yves Ou de yer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:30 PM</td>
<td>Neil Bramley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:00 PM</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Workshop website: https://tarl2019.github.io/
Start a submission: https://cmt3.research.microsoft.com/TARL2019
Contact the organizers: taskagnosticrl@gmail.com

Summary

Many of the successes in deep learning build upon rich supervision. Reinforcement learning (RL) is no exception to this: algorithms for locomotion, manipulation, and game playing often rely on carefully crafted reward functions that guide the agent. But defining dense rewards becomes impractical for complex tasks. Moreover, attempts to do so frequently result in agents exploiting human error in the specification. To scale RL to the next level of difficulty, agents will have to learn autonomously in the absence of rewards.